WINDSOR 2030
Notes for steering group CNPB on 12/5/15
Windsor Royal Shopping
Present: Paul Roach, Phil McMichael, Ian Jones, Dermot Whelan, Laura
Apologies Martin Miranda, Sue Watts, Ian Church
BLP Retail Study




Invite all new Windsor councillors and Eton (Shalim, Jack Rankin, Wes Richards) - PR
Dee Quick to be Mayor in 2015/16
Group informed that all bar 1 seat was won by conservative party.

Team Structure















GB has amended website to clarify IJ position
GB to continue with website management at the moment.
Agreed minutes on the website to be signed off.
Agreed that any notes that are to go live on the website are checked first for accuracy.
Concern about managing the press . GB suggested that new councillors could be asked..
DW concern over messages going out from councillors for an independent body could be considered a negative
for the Group but if approved keen that they are a good resource.
PR to follow up on Stanley group contribution. Consider support in the PR.
Invite Jonathan and Jeremy to the next steering group meeting - IJ
Host steering group at 6pm in the evening on Tuesday at the WRS 2 June.
Get Julian from the Yello bar to attend. - PR
PR to chase up Sue and Ingrid from Legoland as well.
DW to forward summary document explaining Neighbourhoods pre the steering group and also direct new
people to website.
DW and GB clarified with LR that by invitation only new people interested group can attend meeting.
PR to speak to Guildhall about the 4 June ASAP

Retail Study

Retail study has not been distributed yet but has been received by Phil. DW to chase Phil for a copy.

DW going to meet GCW in London regarding confirming their potential work programme. Current est. of £14k
given which was too much.
Conservation

GB to start on conservation section and meet with Windsor and Eton Society for support on the forum

PR to confirm the status of the shop front policy.

Laura to arrange a meeting with Gillian Butter (DW to speak to Gillian Butter directly) to discuss conservation
policy and success of other town centres.
Open Space


GB to draft up basic policy. Remember ( Vison, Objective, Policies )

Finance
Applying for new grant . IJ to apply
AOB
Date of next meeting 2 June 2015

